Flood Protection System

Flood Defence Door: FST/A

Benefits
- Easy and quick mounting
- Permanet available - very short reaction time at flooding
- Wide up to 2500 mm, height up to 1640 mm (width depends on height)
- Hinges and locking handles made of stainless steel
- High strength - low weight
- Door leaf of Aluminium, frame galvanised
- Vandal resistant - lockable handles available
- Long life - using galvanised and aluminium components
- Powdercoating to any RAL colour available

More Products of RS
- Demountable Barriers ESH/KN
- Flood defence gates: HST (rotating, lifting, hinged, sliding and mitre gates)
- Flood defence doors: HW/S
- Window covers
- Special designs
- Automatic systems
- Desaster prevention system: Aqua Barrier
- Fire water retention systems

The FST/A doors have been designed for applications where a fast closure of openings is necessary. The doors are mounted on the right/left side of the opening that needs protection. The opening angle is up to 180°. An individual adaption to the structural requirements is always possible.

Normally the installation does not require extensive additional actions. The door is for areas which always have to be open and must be closed very fast at flooding. Lockable handles are available if the doors are in areas that cannot be constantly monitored.

The FST/A doors are designed for extreme weatherability. The aluminium construction provides full protection and a easy handling of the door.

The RS-Team provides installation proposals for your specific installation situation.
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